
• Feasibility study subjects in Incubation Phase

• Observation 1: the OpenWrt is more modularized than about 90% 
of the 129 (commercial and open source) traditional software 
systems we studied before.

• Observation 2: Software-Software modularity violations in 
OpenWrt include hardware related information in the naming 
conventions of the involved source files.

We found 23 source files that exhibit evolutionary coupling above 4, 
but are structurally independent from each other. 

• Observation 3: Hardware-related concepts are the main 
contributing factors to Software-Hardware MV in OpenWrt. 

71 source files are involved in hardware-related modularity 
violations using key-word based heuristics. The figure below shows 
that these 71 files are twice as likely to change compared to average 
files. Therefore, the hardware related concepts could be the main 
contributing factors of changes made to software modules. Contacts/References
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• Cyber-physical systems are composed of diverse subsystems
consisting of both physical and software components developed by
different vendors.

• Stakeholders, such as DoD, have increasingly emphasized modular
and open approaches to system development to improve
interoperability, facilitate system evolution and technology
insertion, and foster competition.

• With the advance of technology, the recognition of new consumer
needs, and the detection of deficiencies in the current systems, can
the upgrade, replacement, or problem fix happen quickly in a plug-
and-play manner? In other words, is a cyber-physical system truly
modular?

CPS = Hardware + Software modules.

Modularization = 
Interdependence within 

+ Independence across modules [1]

• In the traditional software 
engineering field, it has been 
observed that modules without 
any explicit structural 
dependencies were found to 
share latent connections (e.g. 
evolutionary co-changes). We call 
this phenomenon a Modularity 
Violation (MV) [2]

Latent 
concepts

• The objective of this research is to develop techniques, metrics, and 
models that would allow the stakeholders to detect, measure, and 
understand Modularity Violations in developed and acquired cyber-
physical systems.

• Incubation Phase: Is it possible to identify modularity violations in 
cyber-physical systems?

• 1) Software vs. Software
• 2) Software vs. Hardware
• 3) Hardware vs. Hardware

• Identify Software vs. Software Modularity Violations [3]

• How to identify modularity violations involving hardware 
components in cyber-physical systems? How to track changes 
made to / propagate from hardware components?

• Identify software maintenance activities that imply hardware-
related concepts. This helps point to Modularity Violations 
involving hardware components.

The records for the maintenance 
activities (e.g. revisions) on the 
hardware side are usually not 
available or do not exist at all.

When developers make changes to 
a software module/entity, he/she 
says something about hardware 
components. 
E.g. “set chip type directly in 
ar8216_id_chip.”

The naming of a software 
entity contains important 
hardware related key words, 
e.g. “mips”, “firmware”.
openwrt.tools.firmware-
utils.src.mktplinkfw_c

Project #Files #Met
hods

LOC #Devel
opers

#Revis
ions

History

OpenWrt 1052 6061 163114 137 38099 Since 2004
MD PnP 866 7872 73616 12 1605 Since 2013

{"radio", "WiFi", "zigbee", "btle", "mips", 
"ramips", "mtd",  "broadcom", "routerboot", 
"router", "firmware", "bluetooth", "energy", 

"power", "soc", "chip"}

• Examine the Criteria to Decompose CPS into Modules: in the 
incubator phase, we treated source files as the granularity of 
module. This is appropriate from the perspective of a low-level 
developer. However, a project owner views modules as cohesive 
functional components to deliver the product value and 
competitiveness. 

• Build “Concept Learner ” to Identify Modularity Violations in 
Different Domains: in the incubator phase, we realized that the 
keyword heuristics developed for one project domain cannot be 
applied to another project domain.

• Build Decision Framework and demonstrator. The ultimate goal is to 
provide decision making support to improve modularity where 
appropriate and achieve the associated benefits. 
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